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Till Swan describes himself as an international spiritual luminary, an expert on self-help, a therapist and a celebrity experience specializing in recovery of injuries. Why then, does dark, depressing, horrible, and even violent images appear frequently in her blogs and videos (even without adding content warnings)? This article briefly takes a look at the contradiction between Teal's self-affirming status as an
injury healing expert, and her use of graphic or run images in blogs and videos. The images in question are at the bottom of the blog, there is a content warning before they appear. Continue reading Till Swan says she can't handle all things creepy because of alleged satanic ritual abuse, but it's sprinkled throughout her media I can't over-emphasize the importance of working with a competent, grounded
and borderline psychotherapist if you want to work through deeply embedded issues and traumas. This is absolutely necessary and must be put into action before working to put yourself in the hands of many, if not most, self-proclaimed spiritual healers. Continue reading Author Jeff Brown: Competent psychotherapists are essential and should be put in place before you try to put yourself in the hands of
many self-proclaimed spiritual healers Annie Jenkins made a significant discovery in 2013 when she came across Teal Swan in Mayhem.com profile modeling online. Continue reading Teal Swan boasts of alleged international modeling, but this contradicts her alleged ritual history of abuse This is a copy of a letter sent from Teal Swan to her alleged abuser on June 6, 2004, from Teal Swan's Full Interview
to Alleged Childhood Abuser, J. Anderson and edited for the world of victimhood and privacy - please see the note below for details. To learn more about the interview, click here. Continue reading Till Swan's letter to her alleged abuser in 2004, Thiel has a prominent alchemical symbol tattoo on his upper left hand. It has been noted that a number of Teal followers have exactly the same tattoo. Followers
who carry a copycat tattoo are usually the ones who are most dedicated to Teal and her tribe. Continue reading Followers display cult behavior, branding yourself after Teal Swan Presented through Google's form for this site for 2017-11-30 Who can it relate to: look at it this way. I'm Krishna. I believe that this planet is one of almost countless numbers of planets in this universe, . . . Continue reading If I've
ever heard some ISKCON gurus saying some of the same things that come out of Teal Swan's mouth, I'd be horrified and run through the door presented through a Google form for this site for 2017-11-30 To it may concern: the purpose of this letter is to publicly express your concern about the teaching and activities of the Guru New Age / Spiritual Catalyst called Teal Swan. Continue reading I think she's
going to push a bunch of desperate people over the edge of This anonymous anonymous responding to the general arguments made by Thihl's followers on social media. All arguments are paraphrased, not direct quotes. The writer admits that neither the critics of Teal or her Continue reading What followers say... Rick Ross of the Institute of Cult Education has this say in an email: The IMO group really fits
the profile of the destructive cult (letter below granted permission to share). This is in addition to his previous statement a week earlier published by OZ: Continue reading Rick Ross of the Institute of Cult Education believes that Till Swan fits the profile of the destructive cult on November 26, 2017, Thiel published a meme that reads: People said that the world ended in 2012 was fake, but anyone has felt
alive since then. Continue reading Obviously, Thiel hasn't felt alive since 2012 it's a hidden message to his followers, but it's clear as a day for those who see through it. Cult leaders do not survive without manipulating their followers. Teal's meme reads: Continue reading Cult Leader features sneaking into Teal's meme on Instagram today. Continue reading Teal Mental Health Treatment: Imagine Suicide
on November 20, 2017, Teal and Co., launched one of the most produced video advertisements for her spiritual career, highlighting the last seminary synchronization of the year. The video evokes excitement among the viewer with dramatic background music that rises to a crescendo, as if it were the film's grand finale. Continue reading Teal Swan distracts with glamour while exposing questions whether
she is a guru or a cult leader to Continue reading a follower contemplated suicide because of the teachings of Till Swan Teale, a self-proclaimed, leader of the New Age movement, Spiritual Catalyst and Luminary talking about suicide for her Instagram Daily Update, while bare-shouldered as if she were naked. Graciela, her assistant, welcomes Teal: Continue reading Teal says that the greatest gift of being
suicidal, not as trapped in life Because Till Swan is extrasensory, knows the views of the source (God), is the reincarnation of Sai Baba, reincarnated Arcturian extraterrestrial, is a self-proclaimed rising master, the eucharist, revolutionary, the leader of the new era, the leader of the new era. These are examples from blogs that Thiel has written during 2017. This does not include the rest of her media,
where most of them are most common. Continue reading Teal Swan's Most People Observation and Photo approved for submitted to this site via Facebook for 2017-11-09 I hope that sharing it will help others or inspire someone to also share, despite the terrible feelings that arise. Many people, including myself, are afraid to speak out against TheL's dangerous teachings, or their poor experience with her
and her work for fear of being judged, labeled as a hater, or in my especially the fear of being associated with such a negative public figure. I'm a light worker I help our beautiful planet and its people through my passion for reading and tarot. Before taking on my job, I was also looking my way like everyone else that Awakens does. I came across Thiel through the Spirit of Science. Her Ask Teal video
caught my eye through their website. Continue reading Till Swan told the woman how hot she was when the woman was on stage with her telling Teal about a very traumatic experience with sexual assault. Presented through a Google form for this website for 2017-11-05 I heard about Teal in early 2014, and I believe it came to Youtube via recommended videos. The first video I watched was a radio
interview in which Teal told the whole story of the Satanic ritual Continue reading What most bothers me with Teal is that her teachings do not seem designed to free people from the trauma of her past. Presented through a Google form for this website for 2017-11-03 My first meeting with Teal with her article on the Law of Attraction and Child Abuse. To paraphrase this, she states that children, when they
are superior to beings, choose what happens to them in our lives. Continue reading I decided to join the Teal Tribe just to see WTF going on. It was horrible. Many people have discussed their depression, suicidal thoughts and other issues. Chirok was nowhere to be found. Presented through a Google form for this website for 2017-11-02 I was never an avid follower of Teal, but I got into her teachings
during a period of time in my life when I was trapped in some dangerous spiritual misconceptions. Continue reading What started as a curiosity and mild fascination turned into horror as I realized how many people were following it down the suicide tunnel presented through Google Form for this site for 2017-11-02 In 2013 I started looking for some terms related to psychology and spirituality, and I came
across teals videos on YouTube. I remember she was beautiful and she was strangely calm in her performances. Continue reading She deals with vulnerable people when she is not trained to do this Presented through the form of Google for this website for 2017-11-02 In September 2016, I was interviewed outside the Name Withheld house, which subsequently went viral. Many people reached out and a
friend asked me, including a woman named Name Withheld who added me to the Teal Tribe. Continue reading I learned a lot more about Teal, and I am convinced that she is a liar and cult leader By emailing a statement obtained by one of the authors of this site for 2017-10-29 when The Til Swan's management first contacted me, asking if we could engage on some level about the overall work of our
work, or any other excuse like that, that , I brushed off them. I said something like: When people do research into themselves they will probably find the same thing... blah, blah, blah. Continue reading Till Swan is all I hoped the presence of the process will protect people from says the author, author, Brown Introduced through the Google form for this website for 2017-10-09 I discovered Teal in 2012,
looking at spiritual topics on YouTube. I couldn't watch her ask Teal episodes because I felt bad after 2 minutes in the episode. Continue reading Teal View as watching a train wreck, you can't stop watching a Crossposted blog, agreed to be published on this site through K.R.B. I think it's time to share your story (this will be part 1). To be honest, I'm not sure how important it is to share it, but I feel a kind of
responsibility to clean things up for my meeting with Teal. Continue reading Til Swan lied about the dramatic Anti-Tealer for her current portrayal as the victim of My Encounter with Teal Swan submitted by email to the Teal Project issue for 2017-07-04 hmm... Where to start. I started following Teal in 2013, after some pretty innocent videos. They weren't spiteful at all, so I guess Teal must have gotten
worse for a few years. Then, things started creeping here and there as people pointed out how she giggled in awkward times, and her wobbly updates at a fundraiser (her prison project was the most suspicious). The proverbial snow globe is getting worse and worse. Continue reading Think that Thiel taught that the true desires of some people were to kill themselves scared me (cross-posted blog approved
for publication) I was once close friends with Teal Swan. It was us. I met her in the summer of 2011. We became close instantly. I've never met anyone like her before. She was different, and I like it other. Continue reading The Experience of Tori McClellan: It's very difficult to be friends with someone who plays mind games for fun, for life, for career emails obtained through the Teal Project question for
2017-05-27 - Hello, I reply to your Facebook post. I had suicidal thoughts watching her things. Luckily, my boyfriend took over me. You work also great! Greetings Continue reading I had thoughts of suicide, watching her stuff Source: Issue Teal meme Thanks for creating this account. I am in the midst of deep healing from sexual abuse as a child and have found her on my spiritual journey. I could say
something was off in the first video I ever watched (not about this topic) but couldn't post what it was to continue reading It uses triggers without warning when it comes to abuse Source: The Teal meme issue I've always been cast as dangerous is one of her videos regarding suicide and how she takes it lightly, almost passively promoting/approving it. Continue reading an old friend of mine who was an
absolutely avid follower of Teal and her teachings, committed suicide... (Source: Teal meme) In 2014, Thiel's ex-boyfriend, Fallon (not his real name), wrote an introspective blog titled After Living in Two He shared his experience of life with Teal without naming her. It was an unintentional expose, revealing Thila's character. He states: reading She eventually told me that there was no hope for me, and that I
should go and kill myself
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